ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, vehicle positioning systems have been developed for intelligent transportation systems (ITSs), automatic vehicle applications, and advanced driver assistance systems (ADASs) [1] . In particular, some ADAS applications, such as electronic toll collection, intersection collision warnings, and road curve speed warnings have significant relevance to the vehicle positioning systems [1, 2] . Notably, the global positioning system (GPS) has become a widespread sensor for most outdoor land navigation [3] . However, a standard commercial GPS is too problematic to be used in some GPS outage conditions, e.g. urban areas, tunnels and other harsh environments [4] . In addition, temporary loss of the GPS measurement in a congested crossroad caused by a low sampling rate and inaccurate GPS signals can severely affect the driver.
In order to achieve an accurate, uninterrupted, and reliable vehicle positioning system, many researchers and industry experts have developed integrated GPSs aided by other sensors [3, 4] . In particular, an inertial navigation system (INS) is considered to be a common solution due to its relatively high sampling rate and accuracy; however, it requires additional costs [2] . In contrast, in-vehicle sensors that are installed by default in modern production cars have advantages in terms of cost, which is an important factor for commercialization. The general in-vehicle sensors include the wheel speed DS-17-1002, Choi, 4 primary purpose of this study is to develop the vehicle positioning algorithm considering its practicality for commercialization. A flow chart of the vehicle positioning system is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
In this paper, the vehicle velocity and heading angle observer that combine the GPS data with data from in-vehicle sensors is introduced; this is a novel scheme that uses the symmetrical features of the vehicle kinematic model. A new algorithm combining the adaptive Kalman filter (proposed by Mehra [21] ) with the rule-based logic is applied to the vehicle positioning. According to the various environments, this algorithm adjusts the noise covariance matrices, and thus induces a highly accurate estimation performance.
This paper is composed of six sections. Section 2 describes the sensors and vehicle kinematic model. Section 3 presents the velocity and heading angle observer with stability analysis. Then, Sec. 4 focuses on the new adaptive Kalman filter with a rulebased logic for the vehicle positioning. In Sec. 5, the proposed algorithms are validated through experiments, and a comparative study is conducted. Finally, Sec. 6 concludes the paper.
Sensors and Vehicle Model

Sensors.
As discussed above, modern production cars are equipped with vehicle control systems, such as antilock braking systems (ABS) and ESC These wheel speed values are filtered through both rate limiter and low pass filter.
,,
Since the offset errors of the accelerometer and gyroscope might invoke signal drift issues, a high pass filter or a sensor zeroing algorithm [6] are used to compensate the signals of these sensors.
Low-cost GPS receivers are available in a cost-effective price range. Among them, the MiniGmouse from AscenKorea, Inc. is the GPS receiver used in this study. Table 1 provides the specifications of the GPS. The outputs of GPS are as follows. These can be converted into Earth-fixed frames in the North-East (NE) global coordinates [8] , as follows: respectively. The equations of the vehicle model are expressed as follows [13] . 
Vehicle model.
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Velocity and heading angle observer
The primary purpose of the development of the velocity and heading angle observer is to enhance the weakness of GPS, i.e. the low sampling rate under 10 Hz. Because the low sampling rate of low-cost GPSs is inevitable, GPS measurements s v and  might be inaccurate during the vehicle lateral motions on a curved road or at an intersection.
The state observer proposed in this section estimates both the velocity and heading angle at a high sampling rate of 100 Hz, which is fast enough to result in the vehicle positioning being robust to various environments, e.g. curved roads, intersections, and areas with many tall buildings.
Observer design.
The observer design is based on Eqs. (6) to (8) . The state-space expression of the vehicle kinematic model is as follows:
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where
Based on Eqs. (9) and (10), the output equation is as follows: 
where ,
are the velocity components in the NE global coordinates. Prior to the observer design, the system observability must be checked [14] . Due to the nonlinearity of the output Eq. (12), the observability is locally defined using Lie [15, 16] . Considering the number of states ( : 3 1 x  vector), the Lie derivative functions are expressed as follows.
The observability function of the system O is derived as follows [15, 17] :
Because O has a full rank of 3, the system including Eqs. (11) and (12) is locally observable at the current state and input [14, 15] .
The form of nonlinear observer proposed in this section differs from a standard observer form including a simple error feedback term expressed explicitly. The equations of the observer are derived as follows:
where 1 L and 2 L are the positive tuning gains. As described in Eq. (15), the observer possesses the feedback terms using the symmetrical properties of the trigonometrical function. If an extended Kalman filter (EKF) is applied to this system, the high nonlinearity of the output Eq. (12) may deteriorate its performance [18] . From a practical point of view, i.e. the scope of this paper, the proposed nonlinear observer can be a suitable solution because of light computational burden and low structural complexity.
Stability analysis.
The convergence of the proposed nonlinear observer can be proved by Lyapunov stability analysis. Define 
The time derivative of V is written as follows:
Under the assumption that  , / ys vv , and ˆ/ ys vv are small enough, the error dynamics of the systems are derived as follows: 
By substituting Eqs. (18) to (20) 
In summary, the Lyapunov candidate function ( , ) V x t is decrescent and positive definite.
Furthermore, ( , ) 0 V x t  for all values of 0 x  , i.e. negative semidefinites. Therefore, the equilibrium point (
) is Lyapunov stable [19] . This implies that if 1) The nonlinearity of the tire does not have to be considered.
2) Due to a few tuning gains and simple structures, the procedures for tuning and implementation are simplified.
3) Based on the low-cost sensor fusion, it has a complementary nature, e.g. high sampling rate of the in-vehicle sensors and high accuracy of GPS sensor.
However, in some severe driving maneuvers that can invoke a large amount of roll and pitch motions, other additional logics may assist the proposed observer for more accurate estimations of the velocity and heading angle. However, for the purpose of vehicle positioning, the vehicle velocity and heading angle estimated by the nonlinear observer are sufficiently accurate.
Vehicle positioning
Kalman filter algorithms that are widely used to optimally estimate a state vector are suitable for estimating vehicle positioning. First, the abovementioned nonlinear observer model is transferred into a discrete model. Then, the vehicle position k p is approximated using Euler's method for solving a differential equation [2] .
where s T (= 10 ms) is the sampling period of the algorithm. The matrices for the Kalman filter are expressed as follows:
where k x is the state vector; consists of two steps: a prediction step and an update step (see Fig. 6 ). In the prediction step of Kalman filtering, to determine the predicted state vector ˆk x  , the velocity and heading angle estimated by the nonlinear observer in Eq. (15) is utilized. Therefore, the velocity models in NE global coordinates are derived as follows.
The predicted error covariance matrix 
Adaptive Kalman filter.
The estimation performance of Kalman filter depends on the reliability of the system modeling and measurement. The system process noise and measurement noise, which are uncorrelated white sequences with zero-means, have the covariance matrices Q and R, respectively. The Q and R in conventional Kalman filter are based primarily on empirical analysis, and are set to a constant for the simplicity of computation [7] . This inflexibility of Q and R might lead performance degradation in the worst-case scenario [23] . Therefore, for generic applications across a wider range of environments, an adaptive Kalman filtering technique provides online estimations of Q and R based on online stochastic modeling [20] [21] [22] [23] .
First, the online estimation of R can be derived with the following procedures. The residual sequence is defined as follows:
where înnovation:
Taking the variances on both sides of Eq. (26), the theoretical covariance of the residual at the time step k is expressed as follows (the mathematical proof for Eq. (27) is presented in an Appendix):
In practice, {} T kk E  can be obtained through averaging over a moving window of an appropriate size m (= 20). Thus, based on the previous residual sequences, the covariance of the measurement noise can be adopted:
Because the simultaneous online estimation of Q and R can cause the filter to diverge [20] , the covariance matrix Q is regarded as a nominal value during the online estimation of R. In advance, the open-loop system was implemented and then, its process noises were computed. The average of covariance matrices of process noises, Next, in order to obtain the online estimation of Q, a scaling method is used [20, 23] . The abovementioned innovation term is rewritten as follows:
As conducted earlier, taking the variances on both sides of Eq. (29), the theoretical covariance of the innovation term is given as follows:
The average over the moving window of size m is substituted for {} T kk E d d ; thus, the theoretical k P  is changed into an estimated ˆk P  . During the online estimation of Q, R is set to a nominal value.
In order to follow the estimated ˆk P  , a simple and intuitive scaling method is utilized [23] . As described in Eq. (32), the scaling factor  denotes an approximation ratio between the estimated ˆk P  and the theoretical 
In order to add a smoothing effect, the scaling factor is set to a value near 1. Therefore, a square root is applied to the scale factor in Eq. (32) [23] . The range of Q has to be limited in order to prevent divergence issues. Although this scaling method does not 
Rule-based logic for Kalman gain.
The Kalman gain based on the online estimation of noise covariance relies on rulebased logic using GPS measurements, such as NS and HDOP. As discussed above, the outage of GPS signals can be detected in real time using these values. 32), is implemented using a rule-based logic. In the other situations (i.e. normal GPS conditions), the online estimation of Q, which is less sensitive to the excessive noises of GPS position measurements due to the smoothing effect, is adopted [20] . The smoothly varying equation (32) is considered more suitable for a long time in normal GPS condition. The overall rule-based logics for
Kalman gain are summarized in Table 2 . In the case of extremely harsh GPS conditions such as tunnels (NS=0), the vehicle position has to be estimated by direct integration of the velocity without GPS signals [9] . Figure 7 depicts the number of satellites in use, the horizontal dilution of precision, and the Euclidean distance errors between the position measured by GPS and the reference obtained by RT3100. This RT3100 from Oxford Technical Solutions Ltd. is a highly accurate differential GPS (DGPS)-based vehicle localization system. The Euclidean distance error between two points p and q is defined as follows.
As depicted in Fig. 7 , the Euclidean distance errors significantly increase in the regions with tall buildings, e.g. GPS outage 1 and GPS outage 2 in Fig. 8 . The test drive course is thoroughly explained in the following section. According to the rule-based logic in Algorithm 1, the GPS mode is selected, as depicted in Fig The effectiveness of the rule-based logic is validated experimentally in the next section.
5 Experiment
Experimental setup.
The experimental setup for the verification of the proposed algorithm is presented in Instruments, both input and output data are monitored in real time. The sampling period of the in-vehicle sensors and RT3100 was 10 ms, and that of GPS was 100 ms. As mentioned above, the sampling rate of the position estimation algorithm is identical to that of the in-vehicle sensors.
The test drive course was in KAIST campus which represents an urban area; it included several driving conditions, such as straight roads, curves, intersections, and sudden deceleration to avoid collisions. Figure 8 presents a map of the test drive course captured from Google Earth. The trajectories followed by the test vehicle included four turns around KAIST. The overall time for the test was approximately 14 minutes.
Experimental results.
Prior to the discussion of vehicle positioning test results, the velocity and heading angle estimated by the nonlinear observer are presented in Figs. 11 and 12 . Before the vehicle positioning algorithm started, the convergence of the nonlinear observer was checked preferentially. Thus, the first 50 seconds was omitted from the vehicle positioning results in Figs. 7-9, 13-14 and Table 3 . As shown in Fig. 11 , the vehicle moved at a longitudinal velocity varying from 1 to 12 m/s. Whenever the lateral velocity y v increased quickly due to steering maneuvers at the curves, it was confirmed that the estimated ˆy v quickly followed the actual values. This implies that the tracking performance was accurate in the transient states too. During the long time period of trajectories (longer than 800 s), the proposed observer exhibited highly accurate estimation results without drift issues. However, distinct estimation errors of ˆy v was observed at around 650 s due to the unexpectedly inaccurate GPS measurements. In the vehicle positioning, these errors of the nonlinear observer were compensated by adaptive Kalman filtering. In an extreme case of really large initial error which means that the heading angle estimation was initialized far from the actual value, the nonlinear observer converged equally well regardless of its initial values, as depicted in Fig. 12 . In fact, these extreme cases occurs rarely.
For the behaviors of adaptive Kalman filter with the rule-based logic, refer to Figs. 7 and 9. Figure 13 presents the reference position obtained from RT-3100 and the estimated value from the proposed vehicle positioning algorithm. In addition, in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, it was compared with the values directly measured by the GPS. The detailed data in several environments, such as curves, straight roads, and GPS outages, corresponded with each region in Fig. 8 . As shown in the trajectories on the curve 1, the estimated positions were quite close to the actual values, while the GPS measurements had large errors due to its sampling rate being too low to reflect the fast changes of the vehicle lateral motion. As depicted in the trajectories on the straight roads, while the GPS measurements drifted due to the multipath GPS signal problem, the adaptive Kalman filter rejected these errors effectively by attributing more weight to the velocity model than the GPS measurements.
The GPS measurements in GPS outage 1 and GPS outage 2 had irregular trajectories with large amounts of position errors. In contrast, the differences between the reference and estimated positions were tolerable despite the harsh GPS conditions.
Assuming that the width of a general midsize vehicle is approximately 1.6 m and a standard lane width is approximately 3.6 m, the root mean square (RMS) distance error of 1 m is set to the error tolerance limit in this paper. Consequently, the estimation results satisfy this numerical goal.
The Euclidean distance errors during the entire test period are illustrated in As demonstrated in these results, whenever GPS measurement error was close to zero, the online estimation of R was decreased quickly reflecting the accurate GPS measurement. Thus, adaptive Kalman filter can prevent errors from being accumulated.
Furthermore, in comparison with conventional Kalman filter, adaptive Kalman filter showed the reduced position error for the entire test period.
For the comparative study, the statistics of the Euclidean distance errors of the different algorithms are presented in Table 3 . The results are divided into four data sets, and each data set during one cycle represents both the RMS and maximum errors (note that the data set 4 is for less than one round cycle). The Kalman filter based on the nonlinear DS-17-1002, Choi, 21
observer had better performance than that based on GPS data throughout all data sets.
This tendency was resulted from the sensor fusion integrating GPS and in-vehicle sensors having the advantage of the higher sampling rate than that of just GPS. In accordance with the total RMS errors, only the proposed algorithm (algorithm 5)
reached the goals for vehicle positioning, which was an RMS error of less than 1 m.
Furthermore, its maximum error of 2.115 m was relatively small, whereas the worst algorithm (algorithm 1) recorded errors of up to 10 m. Due to the trade-off between price and performance of GPS, intrinsic measurement errors in the low-cost GPS is inevitable. Despite this limitation, it was confirmed that the proposed vehicle positioning algorithm can improve the estimation performance significantly, as described in Table 3 .
Conclusion
This study presents a novel method of vehicle positioning comprised of both a nonlinear observer and a new adaptive Kalman filter. The nonlinear observer using lowcost sensor fusion exhibits high accuracy and reliable estimation results in terms of vehicle velocity and heading angle. In addition, due to its simplicity of tuning and implementation, it can be easily applied to production vehicles. The new adaptive
Kalman filter with a rule-based logic for Kalman gains provides robust estimation performance in various driving conditions and harsh GPS environments. Adjusting the noise covariance matrices Q and R allows the adaptive Kalman filtering to adapt to these environments effectively. Through the large set of trajectories, the estimation performance of the proposed algorithm was validated to be robust. Furthermore, from the comparative study with five different algorithms, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm was confirmed.
In summary, the vehicle positioning algorithm proposed in this paper distinguishes itself from previous studies: 1) it accompanied the velocity and heading angle estimators, which can also be utilized for both ITS applications and vehicle control systems; 2) based on low-cost sensor fusion, it is cost-competitive; and 3) it is a practical solution that can be implemented easily in production vehicles due to the light computational burden, high availability, fast update rate, and reliable estimation performance.
This paper has demonstrated that the proposed adaptive Kalman filter based on a nonlinear observer can make a significant contribution to the development of an accurate vehicle positioning system.
APPENDIX
Proof of Eq. (27) is as follows: Table caption list Table 1  GPS specification data   Table 2 Rule-based Kalman gain Table 3 Statistics of the Euclidean distance errors of five different algorithms Sampling rate 10 Hz TTFF: time to first fix. Hot start: GPS receiver restarts using the values stored in its internal memory. CEP: circular error of probability. Table 3 Statistics of the Euclidean distance errors of five different algorithms
